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FINNEUS PROMO KIT
PROVIDING QUALITY MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT FOR 20+ YEARS
Throughout the past two decades, Finneus has proven to be a respected staple in the
Chicagoland and Midwest music scene. With a diverse repertoire of music ranging from The
Beatles to Train, Bob Marley to Jason Mraz, Finneus’s musicianship is marked by their
versatility, energetic performances and relentless pursuit to keep the crowds entertained.
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BIO

Left to right: Chris VanderTuuk, Dave Bucher, Steve Tannheimer & Tony Rock

Finneus flat out “brings it” every time out… Whether it's an intimate nightclub, or a thousand-seat
theater, these Chicago music scene veterans bring an undeniable energy to the venue. Witnesses to a
Finneus show have been known to display symptoms of singing along, dancing onstage, on the bar, or
anywhere there’s room to dip, shake and put the freak on. With nearly 100 years combined experience
in the music industry, Finneus are well respected pros.
Finneus caters its setlist to meet the crowd’s expectations every time. Finneus has always taken a
different approach to performing cover songs. Our catalog certainly focuses on rock, but often strays into
country, rap, etc as well as covering everything from the 60’s to the music of today. There is always
something for everyone at a Finneus show. “I can’t believe you guys played that song; that was
awesome” is a common comment.
Continuously delivering their prolific catalog throughout the Midwest, Finneus' special blend of finneusized (funked-up) cover songs, while throwing an occasional groove oriented original music into the mix
for good measure. Finneus specializes in taking songs you know and making them “just a little bit
better” or “throwing some songs in the blender”. This recipe has earned Finneus a die-hard following.
Finneus is:
Dave Bucher: Lead Vocals / Bass Guitar
Steve Tannheimer: Vocals / Guitar
Chris VanderTuuk: Vocals / Guitar
Tony Rock: Vocals / Drums
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SONG LIST
Finneus plays a diverse catalog of popular music to appeal to broad audiences across multiple
generations.

Covers
We’re always adding more but here’s a sample of our playlist.
Sweet Emotion
Love Don’t Die
Superstition
Right Here Right Now
Bust a Move
Save a Horse, Ride a
Cowboy
Come Together
Fire
Movin’ on Up
Are You Gonna Go My
Way
Remedy
She Talks to Angels
Good Times Bad Times
Rock Superstar/Kashmir
Sweetness
Stacy’s Mom
Steal My Kisses
This Town

Aerosmith
The Fray
Stevie Wonder
Jesus Jones
Young MC
Big & Rich

Harder to Breathe
Free
Meet Virginia
If It’s Love
Inside Out
Everybody Talks

Maroon 5
Train
Train
Train
Eve 6
Neon Trees

The Beatles
Jimi Hendrix
Jefferson’s Theme
Song
Lenny Kravitz

Thriller
Fat Bottomed Girls
Crazy Bitch

Michael Jackson
Queen
Buck Cherry

Always on the Rain

Lenny Kravitz

Black Crowes
Black Crowes
Led Zeppelin
Cypress Hill/Led
Zeppelin
Jimmy Eat World
Fountains of Wayne
Ben Harper
O.A.R

Closer to Free
Vertigo
Why Georgia
The Remedy

BoDeans
U2
John Mayer
Jason Mraz

I’m Yours
Jason Mraz
I Don’t Wanna Be
Gavin Degraw
I’m in Love With a Girl Gavin Degraw

Originals
With three albums under our belt, we’ve got 30+ songs worth of original material.
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BOOKING INFO

STAGE & PA

Music &Bar Venues

Finneus is a 4 piece

Music & Bar venues represent the majority of Finneus gigs. Armed with
a diverse set list and a developed instinct for “reading” the crowd,
Finneus aims to keep your patrons energized and entertained so your
venue remains “busy” throughout the night. Typical shows range from
2-3 sets (60-90 minutes each). Show schedule is spread out
geographically to optimize fan draw.

band consisting of

Private Events

vocals. PA system

Make your next private event special with Finneus. Having played
shows ranging from weddings to backyard barbecues to corporate
engagements, Finneus can provide a one of a kind entertainment
experience that will make your special event fun & memorable.

and lights can be

REQUIREMENTS

drums, bass and 2
guitars. All 4
members assist with

provided with
advanced notice.

Charity Functions
Having helped raise thousands of dollars for charities such as St. Jude
Children’s Hospital and the Junior Diabetes Research Foundation,
Finneus believes in sharing their talent for the benefit of others. Inquire
to see how Finneus can help spread awareness and excitement at your
next charity function.

Ready to book Finneus?
Contact Dave Bucher at 630-452-3329 or dave@finneus.com
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